
 
GUEST COMMENTARY 

Recology presents landfill info 
By Erin Merrill 

Recent communications circulating in Humboldt County mischaracterize and misinterpret the 
engineering and scientific information regarding the proposed Jungo Landfill. These unsupported 
anecdotes, distorted references to the record and outright falsehoods have divided friends and 
neighbors in Hum¬boldt County. Those individuals who choose to ignore the scientific facts 

 

which are readily available to the public  do a tremendous disservice to the community. 

Two and half years ago the Humboldt Regional Planning Commission unanimously approved the 
project, and the Humboldt County Commission unanimously took action to allow the landfill to 
proceed. Since then, Recology has spent almost $500,000 on extensive analysis of the proposed 
site. 

Currently, the professional engineers and scientists with the Nevada Division of 
Environmental Protection ("NDEP") are reviewing Recology's permit applications and have 
subjected the project to substantial scrutiny. Their goal, which Recology fully supports, is to 
fulfill the agency's statutory and regulatory duties: protect Nevada's air quality and prevent 
the degradation of Nevada's surface and groundwater. This environmental review process 

 

including both the Bureau of Waste Management and Bureau of Air Pollution Control 

 

has been 
ongoing for almost two years. 

In developing the design plan for the landfill, Recology retained Golder Associates, a well-
respected engineering firm with considerable national experience in landfill design. Both 
Recology and Golder continue to work closely with NDEP in the review process. Based on NDEP's 
review, Recology has already modified the size, scope and design of the Jungo project. 

Below are project specifications and engineering and scientific facts established by Golder's 
analysis:  

The site is in the Desert Valley Designated Regional Groundwater Hydrobasin, the boundaries 
of which were determined by the Nevada Division of Water Resources through hydro-logical 
studies. Desert Valley basin is separate and distinct from the groundwater basins in which the 
City of Winnemucca, the Humboldt River and Rye Patch Reservoir are located. Opponents of the 
project claim that a USGS study shows a connection between these hydrobasins. Recology has 
requested a copy of this alleged study, but it has not been provided.  

During site investigation, soil borings showed groundwater at approximately 60 feet below 
ground surface at all four corners and center of the parcel.  

The bottom of the landfill is designed to maximize separation between the liner system and 
groundwater. The base of the refuse will be near the existing ground surface in the center of 
the landfill and approximately 31 feet deep at the perimeter, well above the groundwater table.  

Landfills can be within 100 feet of groundwater when protective measures are incorporated 
to protect groundwater. These include the liner system, a leachate collection system and gas 
extraction pipes, all of which are incorporated into the project design. Because of the arid 
climate and the reduction of organics from the waste prior to transport, little leachate 
generation is anticipated.  

The site is designed to withstand the peak ground acceleration during an earthquake without 



damaging environmental containment systems and controls, including the liner systems.  

Golder took soil samples down to 145 feet, analyzed those samples and determined that the 
soils support the design of the landfill. Additionally, as the landfill is constructed in 
phases or "cells," six soil borings per cell will be drilled prior to construction to assess 
local conditions and make design modifications, if necessary.  

The permits currently under review by NDEP require operational practices to prevent dust 
and litter from leaving the site and to minimize odors. No fugitive dust is allowed.  

Surface water run-on and run-off controls include a perimeter berm and ditch, a lined 
temporary basin and a control basin. No storm water will be allowed to leave the site.  

Asbestos-containing wastes, shredded tires and wastewater treatment sludge are regulated as 
solid wastes and commonly disposed of in municipal solid waste landfills.  

The final cover system consists of a minimum of three feet of soil plus the cover 
geomembrane. Roots of any plants established on the landfill surface will not penetrate through 
the final cover system to reach the deposited refuse. Elsewhere, closed landfills are used as 
parks and open space with no impact on people or animals. 

Recology encourages the people of Humboldt County to review the factual information about the 
Jungo project that is available on the Web sites of NDEP, the Nevada Division of Water 
Resources and the City of Winnemucca. 

Through facts rather than fiction, and knowledge rather than misinformation, the community 
can have a more constructive dialogue regarding the Jungo Landfill. 

Erin Merrill is a project manager for Recology  
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